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That plucks a seed and creates


















As it illuminates the bleak night.
The same moon
That directs the
Tides to its will.
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The same moon
That holds a






As it bounces through the room.
The same laughter
That burns through icy hearts
Like a wildfire through forests.
The same laughter
That eases the pain





Feel the rise in your voice
As it talks of things you love.
The same rise
Whose crescendo resembles
That of the mightiest waves.
The same rise
That speaks of
Glories yet to come.
The same rise





Embrace your life’s wind
As it carries you
Closer to your dreams.
Embrace your body’s rain
And the hurricanes you leave
In the wake of your path.
Embrace your eyes’ moon
As it reveals all that
Most would leave behind.
Embrace your laughter
And the way
It shines in the lives around you.
Embrace your voice
And the destiny it holds
To charge and change the world.
If only you will let it.
Embrace it.
Every inch of it.
Because, darling,
You are a force of nature.
And the world needs your chaos.
“Shh. Listen.”
